
Team Leaders’ meeting notes - March 1, 2021

Who was there: ❖ Brianne, FOK Toronto
❖ Jenna, FOK Guelph
❖ Kathleen, FOK Mississauga-Oakville-Burlington-Hamilton
❖ Lorna, FOK North Shore
❖ Marie-Paule, (prospective MAF/FOK Nelson!)
❖ Marianne, FOK Ottawa Gatineau

What we talked about:

Welcome to new
team leaders!

Had a chance to meet Jenna, Kathleen and Marie-Paule, and learn a little about
what motivated them to join the FOK network. Thanks to the experienced team
leaders on the call for sharing their insights and experiences

Bill C-12 Meetings with Standing Committee members and MPs continue. Action: Jenna
will contact Brianne about possibilities for requesting a meeting with MP Lloyd
Longfield in Guelph, one of the SC members.
The Advisory Panel has been named, and there is discussion among groups
about how/whether to include comments about the Advisory Panel in their
meetings with MPs.

March action
“Tell The Story”

With Bill C-12 action and bank divestment action continuing, and with individual
groups involved in a number of local and regional actions, it’s proposed that we
don’t start another specific campaign for March.
Instead, March can focus on strategies for “telling the story” - with the story being
whatever each group or individual wants to promote. It could be about Bill C-12, or
divestment, or any other issue they are passionate about - and, it could be looking
to amplify a story that’s already out there but isn’t being heard or listened to.
Resources and examples can be provided for getting the story in the media (i.e.
the Pitching and Placing workshop on March 13), social media posting, strategies
for talking with family, friends, neighbours and colleagues, etc.

Reaching out to
parents

What does it take to draw the “second wave” of parents in to actively participate in
groups and in actions? Lella shared part of Dr. Katharine Hayhoe’s recent talk:
Connecting Global Climate Change to Local Impacts and Solutions, and Dr.
Hayhoe’s thoughts about engaging more people in conversations about climate
change by meeting them where they are at. (Lella will share a link to the
presentation via email shortly).
One idea is to ask people what’s stopping them from getting involved - perhaps a
survey from each group that can be sent out to the FOK supporters in their area?
Action: Lella will look into a training session on how to send emails/build email
lists through NationBuilder
Another idea is to invite people to imagine a carbon-free future - and imagine
themselves there. What would it look like, and how can we make our way there?
This could tie into the proposed Mother’s Day action (below)



Mother’s Day FOK has been invited to join a global Mother's Day initiative led by Our Kids
Climate, that focuses on creating and sharing artwork inspired by Our Mother:
Earth. Still working on an FOK angle on this - looking for input from groups!

Update from
PNE/FOK
Montreal

Natalie was unable to attend the meeting but provided an update for the group:
● working with Marianne and others on some sort of symbolic “hands” social

media push for Bill C-12 (you can see more about this on the team leaders’
FB page)

● looking at organizing a mask clean-up in April, to go along with the group’s
petition against disposable masks in schools

● joining with MAF Montreal on a Mother’s Day project (TBD)
● potential for a second attempt at intervening in the lawsuit a group of youth

are pursuing against the federal government
● planning an internal dynamics/evaluation/visioning meeting to look inward at

the group and its direction
● recording some testimonial videos and a new “talking to kids about climate

change” interview

https://ourkidsclimate.org/our-other-mother/

